



What Clients are Saying about APBVIP

“We liked the virtual event platform for its simplicity and being an intuitive, clear tool. We are amazed by the 
support from your end. We are really happy with the level of customer service and care you provided.”

- CONFERENCE COORDINATOR, ERLANG SOLUTIONS LTD.

“Honestly, this online event platform is closest to what I had visualized for our virtual real estate 
events. The technology is another level compared to many other platforms. The developers are 

constantly striving to make it better on a day to day basis, which is amazing. They have a tremendous 
work ethic and I really appreciate your efforts.”

- CO-FOUNDER, THRIVEMIND MEDIA

“I’m really blown away at the customer service. We joke and say that this platform is the 
Lamborghini of software. Just sleek, simplistic lines, very fast, and very reliable. And that’s what 
we were looking for in a solution and that’s what we found with this platform. So grateful. And 

thank you for the continual updates that blow me away. I love the networking lounge. I’m excited 
about some of the changes there. We’re big fans!”

- FOUNDER, CITY REIA

“In March this year we had an in-person event that we had to convert into a digital property within 
36 hours. In so doing, we looked around the world to see where we could find a suitable platform to 
run virtual events during this COVID lockdown. We stumbled across this platform. We’ve utilized this 

platform for a number of webinars and we will continue to use this platform throughout the course of 
this year to run virtual events. We’ve been ecstatic with the level of service ethic of the persons behind 
it: their ability to get things done, their timing getting back to us. We’re a great fan. We’re on board and 

we certainly look forward to working with you in the future.”

- THE COLLABORATIVE EXCHANGE

+ START YOUR DEMO

Virtual:  
The New Reality
Reinvent Your Events with Our New Virtual Platform

+ DEMO OUR VIRTUAL PLATFORM
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